Dewey Square Park:
Matthew Ritchie, “Remanence: Salt and Light”
With more outlets, a more strident divide
Some dream that the democratization of broadcast news through the rise of cable and social media would dilute discord. The result has been quite the reverse.

By Michael Kinsley

Woburn’s mayoral choice: bad or worse?
Incumbent is evasive about ensh; challenger has record of threats

By Michael Kinsley

Moving beyond the bronze age
Public art in Boston often brilliantly conveys history but underwhelms as art. A call to imagine a bolder turn

By School on Stone

BPS parents form a key constituency for Connolly
Mothers especially seem drawn to focus on schools

By Stephanie Ebert
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The Greenway Carousel at the Tiffany & Co. Foundation Grove
Play Me I’m Yours: 7 pianos on the Greenway
Boston Local Food Fest
2 Little Free Libraries (NE & near Rowes Wharf Plaza)
70 volunteers for National Public Lands Day
NLPD: Understory planting near Harbor Island Pavilion
NLPD: Additional planting near Rowes Wharf Plaza
Community Workshops in North End, Wharf, and Chinatown have helped direct fixes, improvements
New Buttlers & Tree Pruning in Chinatown Park
Light Blade fixes
Harbor Fog tune-up
Hardscape fix in North End Parks (p8) in next couple weeks